Fall 2021 Organizational Economics Lunch

Thursdays 12:15PM – 1:00PM in E62-650

NOTE NEW TIME

Contact Birger Wernerfelt (bwerner@mit.edu) or Naomi Stephen (nstephen@mit.edu)

Sloan does not allow eating in conference rooms, and we are not even allowed to give out box lunches at the end of the talk. So this is a “lunch” in name only. You have to eat elsewhere before or afterwards.

Version 9/18/2021

9/9 Namrata Kala: Delegation, Communication, and Problem Solving
9/16 Chris Stanton: Treatment and Selection Effects of Formal Workplace Mentoring Programs
9/23 Hashim Zaman: Managerial Discretion in Promotion Tournaments
9/30 Kramer Quist:
10/7 Sean Wang: Do Firms Create Opportunity?
10/14 Adam Harris: Long Term Relationships in the US Truckload Freight Industry
10/21 Jane Wu: Innovation for Dummies
10/28 SIP
11/4 Roberto Corrao:
11/11 Veterans’ Day
11/18 Christina Nguyen: Do Externally-Hired Managers Increase Innovation?
11/25 Thanksgiving
12/2 Jim Rebitzer: Common Agent or Double Agent?
12/9 Roi Orzach: